End Stage 2 English – Discussion – Grade C

Should Homework Be All

This is a discussion about children should be given homework. Homework is educational work given to students to complete at home.

Children should be given homework because it gives them greater knowledge. It gives them greater knowledge on books, science and the world. Secondly homework is a good way for students not to waste time watching TV or eating junk food. Thirdly homework can actually be fun in many ways so many students enjoy homework because it can be fun in lots of ways.

Students shouldn’t do homework because they might not have time. Students are at school all day and many are busy with extra curricula activities, and they are learning all day, so when they get home they should have fun. Secondly, many parents and kids need to help students with homework and after work many parents will be tired. It’s unfair to make them do more work with their children. Thirdly, school work is always better to do at school because teachers can help us and at home there might be no one to help us.

In conclusion I think students should be given homework because homework is educational because it gives them greater knowledge on the world, science and the world. Books.

Grade Commentary

Courtney has demonstrated a sound understanding of the structure and conventions of a discussion. Both sides of the argument have been presented and a conclusion has been reached but there is a lack of depth and detail. The discussion is well structured but there is some repetition in the argument for homework, and the conclusion could be stronger. The language is appropriate to the text type and there is evidence of effective drafting and editing.

Courtney’s response demonstrates characteristics of work typically produced by a student performing at a grade C standard.